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A new interpretation of the bonding and spectroscopy
of the tetraoxoferrate „VI… FeO4

22 ion
Abdalla Al-Abdalla, Luis Seijo, and Zoila Barandiarána)

Departamento de Quı´mica, C-14, Universidad Auto´noma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, Spain

~Received 18 March 1998; accepted 17 July 1998!

In this paper we present anab initio study of the absorption spectrum of the FeO4
22 ion. The

wavefunctions and energies of the ground and excited states of the FeO4
22 cluster are calculated by

means of the Restricted Active Space self-consistent-field method~RASSCF!. The molecular
orbitals of the cluster with main character Fe(3d) define a complete active space; all single, double,
triple, and quadruple excitations from the molecular orbitals of main character O(2p) to those of
main character Fe(3d) are allowed. The multiconfigurational expansions resulting from these
ligands-to-metal excitations include between 50000 to 100000 configuration state functions. The
results of the calculations lead to a new interpretation of the bonding and of the absorption spectra
of FeO4

22 ~which were observed in the solid state and in solution!, both of them stem from the near
degeneracy between Fe(3d) and O(2p) levels, which is ultimately due to the high and unstable
oxidation state of Fe~VI ! in the FeO4

22 complex. The analysis of the ground and excited state
wavefunctions reveals that the electronic structure of FeO4

22 does not correspond to the ionic image
of Ligand Field Theory@d2-Fe~VI !1closed-shell O22 ions#, nor does it correspond to simple
extensions of it which take into account ligands-to-metal 2p→3d single excitations, nor to any
other simple image; on the contrary, it corresponds to the superposition of a large number of
configurations with a very large weight of high-order ligands-to-metal excitations, which indicates
a remarkable intra-cluster inwards delocalization of electron density away from the closed-shell
ligands, impelled by the unstable high formal charge of Fe~VI !. The calculated absorption spectrum
allows for a thorough interpretation of the features observed in the experimental spectra measured
in Fe~VI !-doped K2MO4 ~M5S, Cr! and in 9 M KOH solution~absorption maxima, intensities,
electronic origins, band shapes!, which implies completely new assignments. This is particularly so
for the broad intense bands observed between 10000–25000 cm21, which, according to our
calculations, are found to be associated to electronic transitions from the3A2 ground state to
increasingly densesetsof excited states that include not only spin singlet and triplet states~as
expected for ad2 configuration from Ligand Field Theory!, but also spin quintet electronic states,
all of which can be understood as direct effects of the above-mentioned oxygens(2p)-iron(3d) near
degeneracy. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!30339-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When a transition metal ion is introduced as an impur
into an oxide or halide crystal, a new material is synthesi
that exhibits new local electronic properties which are u
ally very interesting from fundamental and technologic
points of view. In particular, as the transition metal ion
embedded in a host, the set of electronic states observe
the gas phase is multiplied as a consequence of the cr
field.1 These states are often involved in the potential~or
actual! laser activity of the new material and their detail
understanding is a key factor in the search for new comb
tions of hosts and impurities with controlled laser properti
In this framework, the Ligand Field Theory, and, in partic
lar, the Sugano–Tanabe–Kamimura diagrams,1 have been a
simple and usually successful tool to guide and interpret
experimental studies. However, as soon as the interaction
the local defect depart from the simple model of a perturb

a!
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ion, more sophisticatedab initio quantum mechanical mod
els become necessary for a correct interpretation of its e
tronic structure. This is notably so as strong metal–liga
interactions, spin–orbit coupling, and/or host effects beyo
first neighbors become important.

The case addressed in this paper, the tetraoxoferrate~VI !
ion FeO4

22 @which is present in the solid state, K2MO4:Fe61

~M5S, Cr!, as well as in alkaline solution#, is a good ex-
ample where Ligand Field Theory andab initio quantum
chemical calculations give completely different interpre
tions of the bonding and spectroscopic properties, due to
existence of very strong nonionic metal–ligand interactio
As we show in this work, thed2 Ligand Field Theory model
gives a very incomplete image of an actually very rich ele
tronic structure. This has resulted in controversy in the
signments and in an oversimplified image of the excited s
manifold which is actually available for study and for po
sible applications.

Recently, a notable amount of information on the sp

troscopic and laser properties of the isoelectronic series of
il:

6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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3d2 impurities Ti~II !, V~III !, Cr~IV !, Mn~V!, and Fe~VI !, has
been accumulated, very much related to the fact that Cr~IV !
and Mn~V! have been found to lase in the near infrared~see
Refs. 2–4, and references therein!. According to the Ligand
Field Theory, there is a crossover point in the Sugan
Tanabe–Kamimura diagrams1 between triplet and singlet ex
cited states in this series~for octahedral and tetrahedral co
ordinations!, which should result in either broad spin
allowed or sharp spin-forbidden luminescence.1 In particular,
sharp-line luminescence has been detected in TiCl6

42 and
VCl6

32 in chloride hosts, and CrO4
42 , MnO4

32 , and FeO4
22

in oxide hosts which has been assigned to the intraconfi
rational spin–flip electronic transition:1T2g→3T1g ~in Oh

coordination!, 1E→3A2 ~in Td coordination!.4–6 The d2

spin–flip transition energies are expected to be slightly
duced with respect to the corresponding1D→3F free ion
values due to the so called nephelauxetic effect,1 which has
been interpreted as a consequence of the radial expansi
the 3d orbitals in the crystal field; however, Brunoldet al.4

have observed a very irregular trend of this reduction at
end of the mentioned Ti~III !–Fe~VI ! series, together with a
very unusual, tremendous decrease observed
K2CrO4:Fe61, where the 1E–3A2 energy difference is
shown to be less than 40% of the1D –3F free Fe~VI ! value.4

These experimental results deserve some explanation.
Moreover, Fe~VI !-doped K2CrO4 and Fe~VI !-doped

K2SO4 @where Fe~VI ! is in the center of a slightly distorte
tetrahedron# must exhibit, according to the Ligand Fiel
Theory ford2 ions in high field materials, two narrow spin
forbidden and two broad spin-allowed bands in the low
ergy absorption spectrum, associated tod→d electronic
transitions from the3A2 ground state to1E, 1A1 , 3T2 , and
3T1 excited states, respectively, which should be seen in
polarized absorption spectra, splitted according to the ac
Td→Cs distortion in the crystals. Their relative intensitie
should be very different, since only the3A2→3T1 electronic
transition is electric dipole allowed inTd site symmetry and
the observedTd→Cs splittings are very small. As a matter o
fact, the measured polarized absorption spectra7–9 have been
assigned accordingly, in spite of the fact that the broad
sorption bands actually observed show intensities and c
plex structures which are hard to understand within
framework of the Ligand Field Theory without resorting
very significant mixings enabled byTd→Cs distortion and
spin–orbit coupling.

In this paper we have calculated the vertical absorpt
spectrum of the FeO4

22 ion in Td symmetry. The most no
table result we have obtained in this system is the evide
of the tremendous impact that high-order 2p→3d ligands-
to-metal excitations have in the wavefunctions and ener
of the FeO4

22 cluster ought to ligands(2p) – Fe(3d) near de-
generacy. This result contrasts with those we have obta
in many other transition metal impurities in oxide and hali
hosts @d 2: V~III !;10 d 3: V~II !,11–13 Cr~III !;14,15 d 4:
Cr~II !;16,17 d 8: Ni~II !;18 d 9: Cu~II !,19 and Me~II !, Me5Sc–
Zn20#, where the configurational space created by consid
ing the metal (3d) orbitals as a complete active space w
enough to properly represent nondynamic electron corr

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998
tion associated to near degeneracy. The high formal oxid
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tion state of Fe~VI ! seems to stabilize the Fe(3d) orbitals
and turn the usual energy gap between the metal 3d and
ligands 2p orbitals into near degeneracy. Using a multiele
tronic language, this means a densely packed zeroth-o
multiconfigurational space. The wavefunctions which a
needed to properly account for this strong nondynamic in
actions between iron and the oxygens are of the RASS
type21,22 and are expanded in a multiconfigurational spa
which includes not only all possibled2 configurations, but
also all single- and high-order~double, triple, and quadruple!
2p→3d ligands-to-metal excitations, which leads to ve
large expansions ranging between 50000 and 100000
figuration state functions. As we show in this paper, the
spection of the RASSCF wavefunctions reveals that the e
tronic structure of the complex is neitherd2, nor can it be
represented by any simple monoconfigurational label with
this choice being an oversimplification. The description
the bonding which is obtained with this type of wavefuncti
can be simplified as follows: The high formal charge
Fe~VI ! originates a strong reorganization of the electron d
sities which flow inwards, away from the ligands becomi
very delocalized inside the FeO4

22 volume. This pronounced
charge shift is clearly illustrated by the Mulliken populatio
analysis of the RASSCF wavefunctions, which assig
atomic charges10.87 and20.72 to Fe and O, respectively
and total electronic population 6.21 to the Fe 3d basis func-
tions in the ground state.

The calculation of the absorption spectrum leads to
very good agreement with the features of the available
perimental spectra both in the solid state and in solution7–9

but the assignments are very different from those accepte
far. This is naturally due to the different configuration
bases which the Ligand Field Theory andab initio quantum
mechanical methods propose for modeling the bond
spectroscopy of these materials. In particular, as we show
this paper, we find that only the first two low intensity spi
forbidden bands can be described by the electronic trans
to one single excited state:1E and 1A1 ~usingTd notation!,
respectively; they cannot, however, be described as intra
figurationald–d electronic transitions and this explains the
unexpected low values relative to those in the free ion. T
rest of the broad, structured, and increasingly intense abs
tion band systems are shown to be due to electronic tra
tions to separate sets of excited states, rather than to
Ligand Field Theory3A2→3T2 , a3T1 , b3T1 excitations.
These sets of excited states become increasingly dens
one gets to higher energy values. Furthermore, thed2

scheme leading to singlet and triplet spin couplings co
pletely breaks down in this material, since spin quintet e
cited states are found to be part of the absorption band
low as 15000 cm21 and beyond.

In Secs. II and III we describe the details of the calcu
tions and the wavefunctions. In Sec. IV the computed
sorption spectrum is presented and compared with the
perimental spectra of FeO4

22 in K2CrO4 and K2SO4 crystals
and in a 9 M KOHsolution, the new assignments are jus
fied, and the limitations of the present calculations are d

6397Al-Abdalla, Seijo, and Barandiarán
a-cussed. The conclusions of this work are presented in Sec. V.
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II. THE FeO4
22 MODEL SYSTEM

The experience gathered in theab initio model potential
embedded cluster calculations in transition metal impuri
in oxide and halide crystals has shown that the host eff
on the electronic spectra are significant and mostly indir
that is, through the host-dependent local geome
distortions.20 Consequently, the geometry optimization of t
defect cluster, embedded inab initio model potentials which
represent the surrounding crystal,23,24 becomes, customarily
the first step of a theoretical study of the absorption spec

The tetraoxoferrate~VI ! FeO4
22 cluster appears to be

very different case. In fact, even though the environmen
the FeO4

22 ion is clearly different in the K2CrO4 and K2SO4

hosts ~relevant parameters of their crystal structures
given in Table I!, and in an alkaline solution, the absorptio
spectra of the FeO4

22 ion in these materials are observed
be very similar, as we discuss in more detail in Sec. IV. T
can only be an indication of very small environmental effe
on the electronic structure of an essentially identical FeO4

22

ion, which suggests that the intracluster interactions are v
dominant. Consequently, the bared FeO4

22 cluster should be
a meaningful model for study and the FeO4

22 geometry cor-
responding to the experimental perfect K2FeO4 crystal struc-
ture data27 ~cf. Table I: average Fe–O distance is 1.66!
should be a sound alternative to the theoretical geom
optimizations. This bared tetrahedral cluster model is v
convenient from the computational point of view. In fac
since the Fe~VI ! site symmetry in the K2CrO4 and K2SO4

hosts is very low~Cs!, the inclusion of the embedding po
tentials in the calculations would reduce the molecular po
group available for the calculations from tetrahedral to C
which results in a significant increase in computational
fort; this is more so, as it is found that the theoretical stu
of the FeO4

22 ion demands exceptionally large multiconfig
rational expansions in order to describe nondynamic corr
tion, as we show in the next section. In consequence with
last comments, all the calculations presented in this w
have been done for the bared FeO4

22 cluster at the fixed
R~Fe–O!51.66 Å distance inTd symmetry. The FeO4

22

wavefunctions and energies were calculated usingMOLCAS, a
standard quantum mechanical molecular suite of progr
which allows for the use of flexible monoelectronic basis s
and multiconfigurational expansions as well as the inclus
of ab initio model potentials.28 The following 100 contracted
Gaussian basis set was used. For the all-electron iron a

TABLE I. Bond lengths of the MO4 tetrahedra from single crystal studies
K2MO4 ~M5S,Cr,Fe!. All numbers are in Å.

K2SO4
a K2CrO4

b K2FeO4
c

M2O~1! 1.459~4! 1.637~1! 1.646
M2O~2! 1.473~4! 1.654~2! 1.655
M2O~3! 1.472~5! 1.648~1! 1.662
Averaged M2O 1.469 1.646~1! 1.656~6!

aReference 25.
bReferences 25,26.
cReference 27.

6398 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998
the (14s11p5d) basis set of Wachters29 augmented with one
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d-type diffuse function30 and a (3f ) polarization function31

was used contracted as~62111111/4211111/3111/3!. The
oxygens were described using the 1s ab initio core model
potential of Ref. 32. The corresponding (5s5p) valence ba-
sis set, augmented by one diffusep function for the anion33

was contracted as~41/411!. The full basis set of FeO4
22 was

used to calculate the ground state of the 26 electron O4
22

cage at the tetrahedral R~Fe–O!51.66 Å structure in order to
ascertain possible contributions of basis set superposition
rors~BSSE! to the charge distribution in the FeO4

22 complex.
When the ground state of O4

22 was calculated at the
2p a2t2

6e4t1
6 closed-shell SCF level, the Mulliken tota

atomic electronic populations were found to be Fe~20.20!
and O~6.55!. When a RASSCF wavefunction was calculat
including all single and double excitations from the 2p
closed-shella2t2

6e4t1
6 orbitals to the remaining 2p t2 set,

their values changed insignificantly to Fe~20.17! and
O~6.54!. These results, together with the very small con
butions of the Fe basis functions observed in the final m
lecular orbitals of the O4

22 cage, indicate acceptable low lev
els of BSSE, which, in particular, can be ruled out as
origin for the observed charge shifts in the FeO4

22 calcula-
tions presented in this work.

The actual multiconfigurational expansions used for
ground and excited state cluster wavefunctions are descr
next.

III. THE FeO4
22 WAVEFUNCTIONS

In 3d transition metal impurities, it is quite common th
the nondynamic correlation associated to thedn manifold can
be described by Complete Active Space SCF~CASSCF!34

wavefunctions with an active space defined by the molec
orbitals of main character metal-3d, CASSCF(3d). These
CASSCF(3d) wavefunctions become suitable multirefe
ences of subsequent post-CASSCF treatments which tr
include as much dynamic correlation as possible in the
culation of the electronic spectrum. In the present case, h
ever, the demands of the FeO4

22 cluster turned out to be very
different. In effect, when the CASSCF(3d) wavefunction for
FeO4

22 is being calculated, the multiconfigurational space a
pears to be insufficient: The MCSCF procedure, if conv
gent at all, clearly shows that some molecular orbitals
main character ligands-2p appear in the final natural orbita
active space. The need to enlarge the CAS to include lig
orbitals is evident and it is associated to the fact that all
Fe(3d) and O4(2p) orbitals are close in energy.35 This fact
naturally invites us to use a CASSCF(2p,3d) wavefunction,
where the whole set of five Fe(3d) and twelve O4(2p) or-
bitals constitute the new active space; but th
CASSCF(2p,3d) wavefunction increases too much the com
putational costs, even within theTd symmetry. An alterna-
tive to this CASSCF(2p,3d) is the Restricted Active Spac
SCF ~RASSCF!21 wavefunction described next. Th
RASSCF method allows us to extend the Fe(3d) active
space of the MCSCF procedure with all the O4(2p) orbitals
at once, ruling out in this way any possible biased choice
orbitals, at a time that it allows to keep the size of the pro

Al-Abdalla, Seijo, and Barandiarán
lem manageable, through the restriction of the maximum
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Downloaded 29 Ma
TABLE II. Results of RASSCF calculations of the3A2 ground and1E, 1A1 excited states in a tetrahedra
FeO4

22 cluster at the Fe–O distance 1.66 Å. A maximum of four holes is allowed in the subspace of the t
O4(2p) orbitals and a maximum of six electrons are distributed in the five Fe(3d) orbitals.

Total No. of configuration state functions:a 3A2
1E 1A1

Number of configurations withCi>0.05: b 101543 59987 60352

d2: 1~0.005! 1~0.005! 1~0.003!
LTM-single excitations: 7~0.075! 7~0.072! 8~0.066!
LTM-double excitations: 27~0.274! 25~0.270! 25~0.255!
LTM-triple excitations: 36~0.231! 38~0.257! 39~0.233!
LTM-quadruple excitations: 1~0.003! 2~0.013! 2~0.013!
Total: 72 73 65
Total weight: 0.588 0.617 0.570

Results of Mulliken population analysis:
Gross atomic population of the 3d basis functions 6.21 6.25 6.26
Total charge on Fe 10.87 10.83 10.81
Total charge on O 20.72 20.71 20.70

a
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The calculations are done usingC2v symmetry.
b r
number of holes that are allowed in the O4(2p) orbital
space; if it is high enough, the RASSCF an
CASSCF(2p,3d) results can be expected to be sufficien
close. In this work we have allowed a maximum of fo
holes in the space of the twelve O4(2p) orbitals.

In Table II we present some information extracted fro
the RASSCF wavefunctions of the ground state3A2 and the
first two excited state1E and1A1 . All these three electronic
states belong to thee2 electron configuration, according t
Ligand Field Theory.1 Our calculations describe them, how
ever, in a very different way. In Table II we analyze the mo
important configurations, in this case those whose CI coe
cient (Ci) is greater or equal to 0.05 in the final RASSC
wavefunction. For the three states it can be observed tha~i!
the weight of thed2 (e2) Ligand Field configuration in the
RASSCF wavefunction is very small (<0.5%); ~ii ! the
ligands-to-metal 2p→3d single excitations, usually calle
ligand-to-metal charge transfer configurations, amount
some 7%;~iii ! ligands-to-metal double and triple excitation
are very important, their accumulated weight being ab
50%; ~iv! a large number of configurations~some 70!, con-
tribute to the wavefunction withCi>0.05, however, their
total weight is only about 60%. All these observations lead
the following conclusions: The electronic structure of FeO4

22

does not correspond to thed2 ionic image of Ligand Field
Theory,1 nor it does correspond to simple extensions o
which only take into account ligands-to-metal 2p→3d
single excitations,36,37nor to any other simple image. On th
contrary, it corresponds to the superposition of a large nu
ber of configurations, which represents a remarkable in
cluster delocalization of electron density inwards, away fr
the closed shell ligands, impelled by the unstable high o
dation state of Fe~VI !. This charge shift can be observed o
the results of the Mulliken population analysis of th
RASSCF3A2 ground and1E and 1A1 excited state wave
functions in Table II. The charge on the oxygens in t
ground state,20.72, appears to be notably reduced co
pared to the formal closed-shell O22, which clearly reveals a
notable charge flow towards the metal ion whose charge

Weights are given in parentheses. LTM stands fo
ut10.87. A further, probably not very sig-

y 2006 to 150.244.37.189. Redistribution subject to A
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nificant, increase of this charge shift is observed in the
cited states, where the charges on the oxygens bec
20.71 and20.70.

Results of electronic structure calculations of the fi
two members of the isoelectronic series CrO4

42 , MnO4
32 ,

and FeO4
22 , in progress in our laboratory, indicate the dom

nant role of the formal oxidation state in the bonding of the
complexes.38 In fact, as the oxidation state grows from IV t
VI in the series, the ground state wavefunctions revea
sharply decreasing dominance of thed2 configuration and an
increasing importance of high-order ligands-to-me
excitations.38 This trend corresponds to a notable change
nondynamic electron correlation, which makes it necess
to adapt the level of methodology used from t
CASSCF~3d! level to the RASSCF level described in th
Section. In order to illustrate this trend in this work, w
conducted the following numerical experiment. We calc
lated the3A2 ground state of an isoelectronic cluster usi
the same basis set, tetrahedral geometry, and RASSCF s
definition as in the FeO4

22 complex, but different nuclea
attraction on the metal:Z524. In this way the formal oxida-
tion state of the metal is effectively lowered to IV. The r
sults of this computational experiment can be compared
those of the Fe~VI ! complex presented in Table II: In effec
the weight of thed2 configuration in the RASSCF wavefunc
tion of theZ524 cluster appears to be about 85%~compared
to 0.5% for FeO4

22), the ligands-to-metal single excitation
with Ci>0.05 contribute some 10%, the doubles, 1%, and
higher-order excitations appear to have a CI coeffici
>0.05. The Mulliken population analysis shows a to
charge on the oxygens of21.38, much closer to the forma
O22 and the total occupation of the 3d basis functions of the
metal comes down to 3.98~compared to 6.21 for FeO4

22).
This numerical experiment clearly shows that as the form
oxidation state of the metal is lowered from VI to IV, non
dynamic electron correlation effects are much smaller a
the charge shift from the oxygens to the metal is nota
reduced.

The need for large multiconfigurational expansion

Ligands-to-Metal.
similar to the ones used in this work, in order to account for
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nondynamic correlation effects in transition metal co
plexes, was concluded in a detailed theoretical study of
bonding in MnO4

2 .22 Our results confirm this conclusion fo
transition metal complexes where the formal oxidation st
of the transition metal is high, like in MnO4

2 and FeO4
22 .

However, extensive work in transition metal ions in the so
state ~halide and oxide crystals!10–20 indicates that much
shorter multiconfigurational spaces are flexible enough to
count for nondynamical correlation in low oxidation sta
transition metal clusters. Altogether, we point out in th
work a correspondence between an increasing formal ox
tion state and nondynamic correlation demands, wh
should be studied in more detail and is the subject of a fo
coming paper.38

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Vertical absorption spectra

The results of the analysis of the3A2 , 1E, and 1A1

wavefunctions of the previous section question the interp
tation of the ground state absorptions3A2→1E, 1A1 as due
to the spin–flipe2 intraconfigurational electronic transition
resulting from the crystal field reduction of their parent3F
→1D and 3F→1G Fe~VI ! atomic excitations. Moreover
these wavefunctions strongly suggest that thed2 model must
be completely abandoned if the electronic structure of e
higher excited states has to be calculated in detail. In part
lar, spin couplings corresponding to more than two op
shell electrons and leading not only to triplets and single
but also to quintets and septets, should be considered, s
the relevance of the ligands-to-metal high-order excitati
in the electronic structure of the FeO4

22 manifold is manifest.
Consequently, we have conducted our study of the

sorption spectrum as a search for all the electronic state
the FeO4

22 cluster with spin multiplicities 2S1151,3,5, and
7, and with energies between 0 and 26000 cm21 above the
3A2 ground state approximately. The methodological le
described in the previous sections has been used in all t
calculations. Although we have applied only the symme
restrictions of theC2v point group, the results showed dege
eracies better than 200 cm21 and they are good represent
tions of theTd point-group wavefunctions for the purpose
interpretation of the nature of the excited states of FeO4

22 .
The results are presented in Table III; its detailed descrip
and the discussion follow here.

It is possible to classify the calculated vertical electro
transitions into five separate sets of electronic states, w
become increasingly dense and intense for higher ener
their energies are conveniently shown together in Table
the calculated oscillator strengths of the spin- and dipo
allowed transitions are collected in Table IV. The first tw
sets are formed by only one excited state:1E and 1A1 , re-
spectively. The third set is a superposition of two spin tr
lets: 3T2 and 3T1 , the latter leading to spin- and dipole
allowed transition inTd symmetry. The fourth set is forme
by the superposition of three subsets of states: singlets,
lets, and quintets. The singlets and triplets span essent
the same energy interval~16700–22400 cm21) and the sub-

6400 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998
set of spin quintets spans a smaller energy interval and
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originated at slightly lower energies~around 1500 cm21).
Here, three spin- and dipole-allowed excitations to3T1 states
are found. We have only reached the beginning of a fifth
which, similarly to the previous one, appears to be formed
spin singlet, triplet, and quintet excited states. The wavefu
tions found for all these excited states are essentially an
gous the ones discussed above, in the sense that the
large superpositions of configuration state functions, man
which are ligands-to-metal high-order excitations.

In order to compare our results with measured abso
tion spectra, we have also included in Table III experimen
data corresponding to the polarized absorption spectra
Fe~VI ! doped in K2CrO4

7,9 and in isomorphous K2SO4
8 ~see

also Table IV! and to unpolarized absorption spectra
FeO4

22 in 9 M KOH solution.9,39 We have summarized th
complex experimental data in the following way: In Table
the band maxima are tabulated and the maximum absorb
is indicated in squared parentheses, when available. E
tronic origins are explicitly marked and the spacing of t
progression that they initiate is given in parentheses, un
they are origins to several vibrational progressions; th
data are not directly comparable with our vertical calcu
tions, but contribute to give an idea of the whole band str
ture. The symbolsi and' are used to group the data ob
tained inEW ib andEW'b polarizations, respectively; the onl
exception being the data of the solution which are arbitra
placed in the table together with the lowest energy ba
maxima. The same symbols have been used in Table
where we present the calculated and available experime
oscillator strengths.

First of all, we would like to compare the overall stru
ture of the measured and calculated spectra~Tables III and
IV !. The experimental data show the existence of four ba
below 26000 cm21, plus an adjacent band or shoulder in t
low energy side of a fifth rising very intense band observ
only in K2SO4:Fe61 and in solution. The first two bands a
about 6200 and 9100 cm21 are narrow and of very low in-
tensity; the three other bands, are increasingly intense, br
and complex, and cover the following energy intervals~in
cm21): in K2CrO4,7,9 ~III !: 9500–15400,~IV !: 15400–
22160, in K2SO4:8 ~III !: 10000–16000, oscillator strengt
f 5831023, ~IV !: 16000–26000,f 53.631022 ~4.5 times
larger than that of band III! ~V!: .26000. The structure o
the spectrum in solution is completely analogous, except
the first band, which is not detected. If these intervals a
intensity patterns are compared with those correspondin
the sets of electronic states found in the calculations, nam
~I! 6300, spin- and dipole-forbidden,~II ! 9200, spin- and
dipole-forbidden, ~III ! 11200–12100,~IV ! 15200–22400,
and~V! .24000 cm21, it is clearly seen that their structure
match. This is even more evident, if the energy intervals a
oscillator strengths of the intense bands are compared
our spin-allowed, dipole-allowed3T1 sets ~III !: 12100, f
50.4631023, ~IV !: 16900–22400, total oscillator strength
2.9831023 ~6.5 times larger than that of band III!, ~V!:
>25500 cm21.

Let us now analyze in more detail the experimental a
theoretical results. We will compare our results directly w

Al-Abdalla, Seijo, and Barandiarán
isthe observed spectral features, without referring to the pres-
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TABLE III. Calculated and measured absorption spectra of FeO4
22 from the3A2 ground state. All energies in

cm21. BM stands for band maxima; numbers in squared brackets are maximum absorbancee in M21 cm21

units. EO stands for electronic origins leading to a progression whose interval is given in parentheses.
and perpendicular polarizations are indicated. See the text for a detailed description and for discussion

Calculated Experimental

K2CrO4:Fe61 K2SO4:Fe61 Solutiona

Ref. 9 Ref. 7 Ref. 8 Refs. 9,39

1E 6300 1E – 6209, 6219 6219, 6230 –

1A1 9200 1A1 9112 9119 9176 9060

3T2 11200 3T2 BM i 12540@510# 12315@570#
3T1 12100 BM' 13365 13280@530# 13330@580# 12670

EO i 10669, 10811 10650~340! 11000~800!
EO i 12350~350!

5E 15200
5T1 15300

3T2 16700
1T1

3T1 16900 a 3T1 BM ' 17930@960# 18200@1000# 17800b

5T2 17200 EO i 16292,' 16474
3E 17400

1T2 17700
5A1 18500

1T1
3T1 19300 b 3T1

c BM i 20430@1000# 19600
3T2 20400 EO i 19666,' 19802 ' 20040~750!
3A1 21300

1T2 21500
3T1 22400

5A2 24000
5E 24500

5A2 24900
5T2 25000
5T1 25200
5T2 25400

3T1
5A2 25500 LMCT2d EO' 26370~780!

1E 26000 30000b 30000e

5T2 26300

aUnpolarized absorption spectrum of FeO4
22 in a 9 M KOH solution.

bShoulder.
cAssignment from Ref. 9. In Refs. 7 and 8 it is assigned to a ligand-to-metal charge transfer band, LM
dLigand-to-metal charge transfer band.
eFrom Fig. 1 of Ref. 9: shoulder of a very intense band peaking beyond 35000 cm21.

TABLE IV. Calculated and measured oscillator strengths,f, for FeO4
22 . Transition energies in cm21. BM

stands for band maxima. EO stands for electronic origin. Perpendicular polarization is indicated. See the tex
a detailed description and for a discussion.

Calculated Experimental

K2SO4:Fe61, Ref. 8

Band f f IV / f III f f IV / f III

I 1E 6300 forbiddena 1E 6219, 6230 1.531026

II 1A1 9200 forbiddena 1A1 9176 631026

III 3T1 12100 0.4631023 3T2 BM ' 13330 831023

IV 3T1 16900 0.5831023 ~1.3! 3T1 BM ' 18200 2.031022 b ~2.5!
3T1 19300 2.0231023 ~4.4! LMCT1 c EO' 20040
3T1 22400 0.3831023 ~0.83!
total 2.9831023 ~6.5! 3.631022 ~4.5!

aSpin- and dipole-forbidden electronic transition inTd symmetry.
bEstimated by assuming that the ligand field transition to3T1 contributes substantially to the total oscillator

22

Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998 Al-Abdalla, Seijo, and Bar
strengthf 53.6310 of the complex band IV~Refs. 8,40!.
cLigand-to-metal charge transfer band.
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ently accepted assignments, and we will discuss the latte
Sec. IV B.

The agreement in the first two narrow, low intens
bands with the spin- and dipole-forbidden3A2→1E, 1A1 cal-
culated electronic transition energies is remarkable.

The spectral features of the third measured absorp
band can be understood if it is interpreted as the superp
tion of the3T2 and3T1 excited states~the third set of states!,
as we discuss next. Since the ground state of FeO4

22 is 3A2 ,
the only electric dipole-allowed electronic absorption tran
tions inTd symmetry are those to3T1 excited states. Accord
ingly, our 3T1 at 12100 cm21 ( f 50.4631023) should give
most of the intensity to the band peaking at 12670 cm21 in
solution,9,39 where theTd symmetry is preserved. In the soli
hosts K2CrO4 and K2SO4 the situation is more complex an
rich. First of all, the site symmetry of the FeO4

22 in these
crystals is essentiallyTd with a small Cs distortion;9 this
distortion produces one3A9 from the 3A2 ground state, two
3A8 plus one3A9 states from the3T2 , and one3A8 plus two
3A9 states from the3T1 . The electric dipole-allowed transi
tions are3A9→3A8 in EW ib polarization and3A9→3A9 in
EW'b polarization.9 With all this in mind, we can analyze th
electronic origins observed in the two crystals inEW ib polar-
ization. Two electronic origins in K2CrO4 are reported at
10669 and 10811 cm21 by Di Sipio et al.,9 of which only
one is observed by Brunoldet al.7,8 at 10650 cm21; these
authors observe this origin as well in K2SO4 at 11000 cm21,
together with a third electronic origin which is 1350 cm21

above.7,8 According to our calculations, the three observ
electronic origins should be interpreted as due to the
3A8(3T2) and one3A8(3T1) components. The small energ
separation between the first two3A8(3T2) origins, ;150
cm21,9 is due to theCs distortion. @This fact is consisten
with the very small splitting observed in the1E in both crys-
tals ~Table III! and it indicates that the FeO4

22 cluster sym-
metry is close toTd .] The energy difference between th
first two origins and the third one, which is approximate
1350 cm21 in K2SO4, is due to the separation between t
3T2 and 3T1 states inTd symmetry. Our result, 900 cm21,
which corresponds to a Frank–Condon energy difference
of the correct order of magnitude and seems to be a l
underestimated. Regarding the observed band maxim
consistent interpretation emerges as well. InEW ib polariza-
tion, we should find an overall band which is the superpo
tion of two almost degenerate3A8(3T2) bands and one
3A8(3T1) band, the latter being more intense than each
of the two3A8(3T2) bands and centered at higher energy~of
the order of 1000 cm21) due to itsTd parentage:3T1 . In
EW'b polarization, we should find instead the superposit
of one3A8(3T2) and two3A8(3T1) bands, which should re
sult in an overall band peaking at higher energy than inEW ib
polarization. According to this interpretation, the differen
between the composed, observed band maxima inEW ib and
EW'b polarizations should be smaller than the energy diff
ence between the pure3T1 and 3T2 origins, and this is cer-
tainly so in K2SO4, where the band maxima in both pola
izations differ by 1015 cm21, whereas the3T and 3T

6402 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998
1 2

origins differ in 1350 cm21.
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The fourth observed absorption band is more intense
much more complex than the previous one~see Fig. 1 of Ref.
8, for instance!: It is actually formed by the superposition o
two intense bands which we describe and analyze next
solution it is seen as a large asymmetric peak with a shou
at about 17800 cm21, before it reaches its maximum a
19600 cm21.9,39 In K2CrO4 Di Sipio et al.9 have detected
two almost equally intense bands with electronic origins
about 16400 and 19700 cm21 in parallel and perpendicula
polarizations which exhibit the vibrational structure; the a
thors comment that the structure is not sufficiently sharp
reveal the crystal-site splitting due to theTd→Cs distortion.

In the same crystal withEW'b polarization, Brunoldet al.7

observed a weakly structured band peaking at 17930 cm21,
followed by a structured band showing a progression of 7

cm21. With EW ib polarization the structure of the latter ban
is more pronounced and its maximum absorbance is
served at 20430 cm21. These authors observe similar fe
tures in K2SO4: A broad band with little structure peaks a
18200 cm21. The adjacent band shows nine members o
progression of 750 cm21 built on the electronic origin at
20040 cm21. The results that we obtained in the fourth set
states are consistent with all these spectral features. We
focus in the spin triplet states, since the intensity of the ba
should be essentially driven from them. It is observed t
they describe two separate subsets, following closely the
experimental bands. The first subset is formed by three v
close triplets~surrounded by two singlets and one quinte!:
3T2~16700!, 3T1~16900!, and 3E~17400! and correspond to
the first experimental band whose maximum intensity sho
be mainly due to the3T1 state (f 50.5831023). Our calcu-
lated3T1~16900! compares very well with the first maximum
observed in solution at 17800 cm21, and the band maxima

observed withEW'b polarization in the crystals at 1793
cm21 and 18200 cm21 can be interpreted as the superpo
tion of all the A9 components of the three triplets: on
A9(3T2), two A9(3T1), and oneA9(3E), of which 3T1

should give most of the intensity of the weakly structur
band observed. In addition, these triplets should lead to f
electronic origins in each polarization, associated to the 2
1 A8 components of3T2 , 3T1 , and 3E, respectively, with

EW ib polarization and 1, 2, 1A9 with EW'b polarization,
which in the experiment are not discerned, due to the lack
a sharp structure.9 Instead, only one origin is detected in ea
polarization, which we interpret as the superposition of
components of the essentially degenerate3T2 and 3T1 . In

effect, the origin observed withEW ib polarization can be in-
terpreted as resulting from the 2, 1A8 components of3T2

and3T1 , respectively, and that observed withEW'b polariza-
tion, from their 1, 2A9 components; their observed shift b
182 cm21, correlates very well with the energy differenc
which we find between3T2 and 3T1 : some 200 cm21. The
second subset of spin triplets is formed by four electro
states separated by intervals of some 1000 cm21 ~surrounded
by two singlets and preceded by one quintet!: 3T1~19300!,
3T2~20400!, 3A1~21300!, 3T1~22400!. Two of them are3T1 .
The calculated energy transition to3T ~19300! ( f 52.02

Al-Abdalla, Seijo, and Barandiarán
1

31023) appears to be very close to the maximum observed
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in solution and in the K2CrO4 crystal withEW ib polarization.
Also, the only electronic origins actually observed in t
crystals, in both polarizations, can be associated to the
possible components of the calculated triplets, namely, th
of the 3T1~19300!: the EW ib origin at 19666 cm21 to theA9

component and the more intenseEW'b at 19802 cm21 origin
to the superposition of the remaining twoA8 components;
their difference giving an idea, again, of the smallTd→Cs

splitting of 3T1 . However, the most striking feature of th
high energy side of the fourth band is the contour of
progression starting at 20040 cm21 in K2SO4 which cannot
be completely observed in K2CrO4 due to the intense absorp
tion of the K2CrO4 host. In effect, the nine peaks which for
the 750 cm21 progression built on the 20040 cm21 origin,
are very broad to be associated simply to the vibratio
structure of3T1 alone. If we take into account the electron
states which we find from5A1~18500! to the higher
3T1~22400! ( f 50.3831023), the complex structure of the
band could be interpreted as the superposition of a com
manifold of electronic states which can mix due to the sm
Cs distortion and by spin orbit coupling, driving intensit
mainly from the two3T1 states located at 19300 (f 52.02
31023) and 22400 cm21 ( f 50.3831023).

Finally, of the fifth set of states, we have only calculat
the first singlet and triplet roots and all quintets which app
up to the same energy limit. The only purpose of these
culations is to show the beginning of a new presumably m
dense set of electronic states.

B. Comparison with previous assignments

We discuss now the assignments given so far to all sp
tral features observed experimentally and their compari
with the assignments suggested by our calculations, wh
we have just discussed above.

The first discrepancy between our interpretation of
spectral features and the one accepted so far correspon
the first low intensity sharp bands assigned as the intrac
figurational e2 spin flip transitions3A2→1E, 1A1 . As we
have discussed above, neither the ground state3A2 nor the
1E, 1A1 excited states can be described ase2, on the con-
trary, these excitations and their unexpected low energy
ues, should be understood as excitations to the first two
glet excited states of a very rich and dense manifold. Th
unexpected low energy transitions are a consequence o
above mentioned near degeneracy which results in very c
lying excited states. The fact that the electronic structure
3A2 and 1E, as indicated by their wavefunctions, is ve
different from the one corresponding to thee2 Ligand Field
Theory description, rules out the parentage of this3A2→1E
electronic transition to the Fe~VI ! d2 intraconfigurational
3F→1D; in consequence, its relative very low value cann
be ascribed to the nephelauxetic effect.1

Our assignment is even more divergent in the third ba
since, as we have shown, all spectral features are interpr
as due to the superposition of3T213T1 in set III, instead of
being assigned as the transition to thee1t123T2 Ligand
Field term. The assignment of this band as the electric dip

J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998
forbidden3A2→3T2 in Td faced the problem of explaining
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the observed high intensities~maximum intensities are indi
cated in square parentheses accompanying the band ma
in Table III; oscillator strengths are presented in Table I
when available, but they are also apparent in the absorp
spectra referred to in the tables!. Di Sipio et al.9 suggested
that the intensity should be driven from the mixing ofe1t1

23T2 with the highere1t123T1 through spin–orbit coupling
and Td→Cs distortion, in spite of the fact that the Ligan
Field Theory1 places thise1t123T1 state at energies signifi
cantly higher thane1t123T2 , since3T2 is related to Fe~VI !
(3F) and 3T1 is related to Fe~VI !(3P), and that the authors
indicated that theCs splitting is ‘‘relatively small, ;150
cm21,’’ so that the defect has almostTd symmetry. As a
matter of fact, they interpreted the two electronic origi
they observed in K2CrO4 ~at 10669 and 10811 cm21 with

EW ib polarization!, as the twoA8 components of3T2 , which
shows the smallTd→Cs splitting of these two components
some 142 cm21. Brunold et al.8 justified the high intensity
of the band differently: as due to mixing of3T2 with ligands-
to-metal charge transfer states. They observed only one e

tronic origin in K2CrO4 and two in K2SO4 with EW ib polar-
ization ~Table III! and they assigned the latter two to the tw
A8 components of3T2 which, therefore, would indicate a
Td→Cs splitting of some 1350 cm21, very much in contrast
with the small splitting observed by Di Sipio in K2CrO4 and
by all of them in 1E. As it can be seen in Table III, the

electronic origins observed withEW ib polarization in the three
spectra indicate the existence of three, instead of two,
gins. Whereas these three electronic origins cannot be
plained if the band is only formed by3T2 , they are naturally
interpreted as corresponding to the twoA8 components of
3T2 ~thus, showing itsTd→Cs splitting!, plus theA8 com-
ponent of3T1 , which lies some 1300 cm21 higher in energy,
as discussed above. Finally, it should be noticed that
intensity of this band is even more difficult to explain
solution, whereTd symmetry is preserved, if it were due t
the3T2 . As a matter of fact there has been some controve
about its assignment as the symmetry allowed3T1 or as the
symmetry forbidden3T2 , a problem which Di Sipioet al.
were trying to settle in their work of Ref. 9.

Finally, in the fourth band, the assignments of Di Sip
et al.9 and of Brunoldet al.7,8 are not coincident; further-
more, none of them agrees with our interpretation of t
band, which has been detailed above. In fact, the two s
bands were described by Di Sipioet al.9 as due to a strong
mixture of e1t123T11e0t223T1 ; in this way their compa-
rable high intensity could be better explained than with
sequential assignment toe1t123T1 for the first subband and
e0t223T1 for the second which should lead to a very lo
intensity ought to the doublee2→t2 excitation. On the other
hand, Brunoldet al.7,8 interpreted the first subband as th
excitation toe1t123T1 and the second as the first ligand
to-metal charge transfer band, in order to explain its v
complex contour and structure. This latter assignment fa
the difficulty that its intensity, being high, is not as high

6403Al-Abdalla, Seijo, and Barandiarán
expected from a charge transfer transition.
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C. Limitations of the calculations

Before we go onto the conclusions of this paper,
would like to comment on the main limitations of the calc
lations, which are associated to the fact that we have
included embedding effects, nor dynamic correlation.

As we explained in Sec. II, we have calculated the
sorption spectrum of FeO4

22 without including embedding
potentials to represent the K2CrO4 and K2SO4 host crystals.
We have used, instead, the average of the experime
Fe–O distances in perfect K2FeO4 to define the FeO4

22 struc-
ture. Consequently, embedding effects on the electronic t
sitions have not been considered in this work. However,
have just seen~Table III! that the absorption spectra o
Fe~VI ! in the two isomorphous but considerably differe
K2CrO4 and K2SO4 hosts are extremely similar; they a
also very similar to the spectrum observed in 9 M KOH
solution, all of which indicates an unusual insensitivity
interactions beyond first neighbors which makes it poss
that the results of the isolated FeO4

22 cluster model used her
compare equally well with the experimental features o
served in the solids and those observed in solution.

An adequate method to include dynamic correlation
transition metal doped materials is the multireference c
figuration interaction method. However, in this work w
have faced an unusual situation in which the references
are necessary to represent near degeneracy and which s
be the bases for the multireference CI treatment, are v
large expansions ranging between some 50000 to 100
configuration state functions, which precludes the possib
of going beyond, into a multireference CI calculation. It
our opinion that there is no other justification for this a
proximation than thea posterioriobservation of the system
atic and overall agreement of the calculated and experim
tally observed absorption spectra; this cannot be expecte
be fortuitous and it can rather be understood as a cancella
of dynamic correlation effects in the energy differences. T
results indicate that the dynamic correlation effects co
essentially shift the whole manifold of states studied h
down in the energy scale, while leaving essentially un
fected their energy differences. But, more important,
should not be expected that the inclusion of dynamic co
lation would destroy the observed structure of excited sta
in increasingly dense sets, nor it could be expected tha
would restore the simpled2 Ligand Field Theory description
of the excited state manifold of FeO4

22 .

V. CONCLUSIONS

The bonding and spectroscopic properties of the
raoxoferrate~VI ! ion, FeO4

22, have been studied in this wor
by means of Restricted Active Space Self-Consistent-F
~RASSCF! calculations. The five molecular orbitals of ma
character Fe(3d) constitute a complete active space and
twelve orbitals of main character O4(2p) constitute a re-
stricted active space from which all single, double, trip
and quadruple O4(2p)→Fe(3d) excitations are allowed
The analysis of the RASSCF wavefunctions of the low
lying excited states has shown that the electronic structur

6404 J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 15, 15 October 1998
FeO4
22 does not correspond to thed2 ionic image of Ligand
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Field Theory. The breakdown of the Ligand Field Theo
model has been interpreted as due to the near degenera
the Fe(3d) and O4(2p) orbitals which is found to originate a
very rich excited state manifold. The calculations show t
the electronic excited states lying below 24000 cm21 from
the ground state, are grouped in four separatesetsof states
which are increasingly dense at higher energies and wh
include not only a spin singlet and triplet, but also spin qu
tet excited states, which are absolutely incompatible with
d2 Ligand Field Theory image. The calculated vertical a
sorption spectrum has been shown to reproduce the obse
features of the experimental absorption spectra of FeO4

22 in
the solid state (K2CrO4 and K2SO4 hosts! and in solution. Its
interpretation and the corresponding assignments have
found to be very different from those accepted so far, wh
are based in thed2 Ligand Field Theory. Satisfactory expla
nations have been given to the puzzling low energy va
observed for the first electronic transition,3A2→1E. The un-
expected high intensity and shapes of the broad bands l
beyond 10000 cm21 ~according to Ligand Field Theory pre
dictions!, have also been explained without resorting to lar
Td→Cs splittings and spin–orbit couplings; they are due
the superposition of the electronic states included in the th
and fourth sets, both of which include spin and symme
allowed 3T1 excited states. The large number of configu
tion state functions included in the RASSCF wavefunctio
precludes us from performing multireference CI calculatio
oriented to account for dynamic correlation. However, t
overall agreement of the calculated and experimental spe
has been interpreted as a result of the cancellation of th
effects in the computed energy differences.
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